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Thoamada
Vuth Lyno

Thoamada (
) comprises a suspended circle of nine large-scale color
photographic portraits and audio material. The exhibition questions the line between
private and public, inner and outer—the same faces appear inside and outside the
circle, but your relationship to them differs.
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The portraits and stories derive from an intensive workshop with a professional
facilitator and nine men who have sex with men (MSM) who exchanged personal
stories over two days with the aim to build intimate public dialogue about, and
among, LGBT communities. The show’s title is a commonly used Khmer expression
which means things are natural, habitual, okay—the usual. The participants tell us
about their everyday, normal lives.
Outside the circle, you can survey the portraits one by one; inside the circle, all the
subjects gaze at you at the same time. A separate earphone accompanies each
portrait—each participant talks candidly about his life. The circular installation of the
portraits represents the sense of community in the workshop. The artist suggests
that this community is “not complete yet.” There is a gap in the circle, a space that
allows you to enter—“This space could be for anyone who wishes to be part of it.”
For a closing activity, participants were asked to paint their faces as an expression
of their identity. The results are personalized masks with meaningful symbols—an
animal, a landscape, the Cambodian flag, and so on. One face is patterned with
abstract shapes and circles to refer to the life cycle. The man behind the fierce lion
mask notes that unlike lions, he doesn’t attack unless provoked. A butterfly—half in
color and half in black and white—reveals the joy and sadness we all experience. An
asura, a demonic Hindu mythical figure also referred to as a yeak, evokes some of the
public fear still associated with LGBT communities. The flag conjures national pride
and Khmer kindness. These symbols show the wide range of Khmer MSM identities.
Vuth’s project is collaborative. His main concern when taking the photos was “about
letting the participants be creators of their own stories, be artists themselves.” The
artist aims to capture the individuality of each subject, who is part of a “homogenous
yet very diverse group.” He adds, “I wanted the photos to be something simple—
passport photos.” Vuth’s installation is a passport to complex stories and lives.
Together you, the artist, and his subjects make the journey—the collaboration—
complete.
—Viet Lê, independent curator, artist, academic
About the Artist
Vuth Lyno (1982, Phnom Penh) uses photographic practices to question and explore
ideas of social transformation and national progress. Vuth has a Masters in Social
Science (RMIT University, Melbourne, 2009). He is a development worker, the
Director of Sa Sa Art Projects, Phnom Penh (www.sasaart.info) and has co-curated
numerous exhibitions and events in Cambodia.
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